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Grade 2 Reading/Literature (Master)
Essential Questions Content Skills

Fall Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad
range of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure
analysis and vocabulary skills to
comprehend selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and
engaged readers?

Comprehension
 A. Listening Comprehension Strategies

B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Phrasing

D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading terminology

F. Word meanings

G. Context Clues

Decoding
 H. Word Analysis
     - phonics
     - word patterns

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced as
needed.

A. Listen and refine sense of stories
A. Retell past experiences
A. Identify and set purposes for reading
A. Activate prior knowledge
A. Make connections with text based on personal experience
and knowledge

B. Identify and set purposes for reading
B. Activate prior knowledge
 B. Use fix-up strategies
     - read on
     - reread
     - adjust pace
     - ask questions
     - use context clues
     - use picture clues
 B. Use stop and think strategy
 B. Use look-back strategy
 B. Make connections to the text
    - text to self
     - text to text
     - text to world

C. Adjust reading rate where needed
 C. Read with expression
 C. Apply word analysis strategies to achieve fluency

D. Read high frequency words automatically

E. Identify parts of a book
     -author
     -illustrator

F. Link oral language to written language

G. Use integrated strategies to pronounce unfamiliar words
in context
 G. Use context to aid in word comprehension
 G. Develop a listening vocabulary

H. Listen and become aware of language patterns
 H. Match sounds with letters in words for short vowels
 H. Match sounds with letters in words for long vowels
 H. Associate sounds with letters in words for blends
 H. Associate sounds with letters in words for consonant
diagraphs
 H. Categorize words by word families
 H. Apply decoding skills flexibly
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 H. Word Analysis
     - phonics
     - word patterns

Reading Behaviors
 I. Attitude toward reading

Literature Genres
 J. Exposure to literature strands
     - realistic fiction
     - curriculum related fiction

H. Listen and become aware of language patterns
 H. Match sounds with letters in words for short vowels
 H. Match sounds with letters in words for long vowels
 H. Associate sounds with letters in words for blends
 H. Associate sounds with letters in words for consonant
diagraphs
 H. Categorize words by word families
 H. Apply decoding skills flexibly
 H. Develop strategies for learning new words independently
 H. Identify words by use in sentences
     - noun
      - verb

I. Identify favorite stories
 I. Demonstrate an active interest in reading
 I. Use free time to read independently
 I. Choose books of personal interest
 I. Develop self-confidence in ability to learn to read
 I. Read and reread trade books (fiction and nonfiction)
 I. Participate in reading and writing center activities
 I. Respond creatively to literature in a variety of ways

J. Explore literature

Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad
range of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure
analysis and vocabulary skills to
comprehend selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and
engaged readers?

Comprehension
 A. Listening Comprehension Strategies

B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Phrasing
 - rate
 - expression
 D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology

 F. Word Meanings
 G. Context Clues

Skills taught in previous month should be reinforced as
needed.

A. Sequence events of a story
 A. Note differences between story and informational books
 A. Detect evidence indicating whether a story is fiction or
nonfiction
 A. Use story elements to enhance story comprehension
incorporating story elements 
     - character(s)
     - setting
     - plot

B. Use context to aid in word comprehension
 B. Use word meaning to comprehend story
 B. Orally relate new topic to known words and word
meanings

C -- Please see previous month for skills to reinforce

D. Read high frequency words automatically

E. Use glossaries and dictionaries to clarify word meaning

F. & G. --Please see previous month for skills to reinforce

H. Use knowledge of long vowels
 H. Use knowledge of short vowels
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Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and
engaged readers?

 D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology

 F. Word Meanings
 G. Context Clues

Decoding
 H. Word Analysis
 - phonics
 - word patterns

Reading Behaviors
 I. Attitude toward reading

Literature Genres
 J. Exposure to literature strands
 - classics
 - realistic fiction
 - curriculum related fiction

D. Read high frequency words automatically

E. Use glossaries and dictionaries to clarify word meaning

F. & G. --Please see previous month for skills to reinforce

H. Use knowledge of long vowels
 H. Use knowledge of short vowels
 H. Use knowledge of blends and consonant diagraphs
 H. Use knowledge of word families to decode

I. Share personal responses to books with other students in a
variety of ways

J. Explore literature

November Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad
range of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure
analysis and vocabulary skills to
comprehend selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and
engaged readers?

Comprehension
 A. Listening Comprehension Strategies

B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Phrasing

D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology

F. Word meanings

G. Context Clues

Decoding
 H. Word Analysis
     - phonics
     - word patterns

Reading Behaviors
 I. Attitude toward reading

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced as
needed.

A. Visualize story elements during read alouds

B. Identify story elements during independent and guided
reading groups
 B. Visualize story elements

C -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

D. Read high frequency words automatically

E. Develop a listening vocabulary
 E. Uses glossaries and dictionaries to clarify word meaning
 E. Use integrated strategies to pronounce unfamiliar words
in context
 E. Use context to aid in word comprehension

F & G. --Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

H. Recognize function of plurals
 H. Recognize and use possessives

I. Expand knowledge and appreciation of cultures
 I. Read for classmates

J. Explore literature

K. Recognize references to real people and events in a
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Decoding
 H. Word Analysis
     - phonics
     - word patterns

Reading Behaviors
 I. Attitude toward reading

Literature Genres
 J. Exposure to literature strands

K. Legends

 H. Recognize and use possessives

I. Expand knowledge and appreciation of cultures
 I. Read for classmates

J. Explore literature

K. Recognize references to real people and events in a
fictional text
 K. Explain how a story may have changed through
retellings
 K. Identify the history or culture of the storyteller
 K. Describe the heroic actions
 K. Locate explanations of natural phenomena
 K. Distinguish unrealistic events or people with
superhuman abilities
 K. Explain characteristics of legends

Winter Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad
range of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure
analysis and vocabulary skills to
comprehend selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and
engaged readers?

Comprehension
 A. Listening Comprehension Strategies

B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Phrasing

D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
E. Reading Terminology
F. Word meanings
G. Context Clues
Decoding
H. Word Analysis
     - phonics
     - word patterns

Reading Behaviors
 I. Attitude toward reading

Literature Genres
J. Exposure to literature strands
K. Legends

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced as
needed.

A. Identify main idea

B. Summarize the main idea of a simple text

C. -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

D. Read high frequency words automatically

E,F,G,H,I -- Please see previous months for skills to
reinforce

J. Explore literature

K -- Please see December for skills to reinforce
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Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad
range of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure
analysis and vocabulary skills to
comprehend selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and
engaged readers?

Comprehension

A. Listening Comprehension Strategies

B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Phrasing

D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
E. Reading Terminology
F. Word meanings
G. Context Clues

Decoding
H. Word Analysis
     - phonics
     - word patterns

Reading Behaviors
 I. Attitude toward reading

Literature Genres
 J. Exposure to literature strands

K. Animal Fiction Stories

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced as
needed.

A. Use story elements from read aloud to enhance story
comprehension incorporating story elements
     - character(s)
     - setting
     - plot
     - problem/solution
A. Ask questions to confirm understanding

B. Ask questions before, during, and after reading to clarify
understanding

C -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

D. Read high frequency words automatically

E,F,G -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

H. Recognize parts of words
     - roots
     - prefixes
     - suffixes

I -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

J. Explore literature

K. Identify animals as main characters
K. Distinguish why human characteristics are secondary to
animals
 K. Select stories with animals that do not assume fantasy
traits
 K. Explain characteristics of animal fiction stories

Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad
range of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure

Comprehension

A. Listening Comprehension Strategies

B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Phrasing

D. Sight Words

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced as
needed.
 A -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

B. Use background experience to judge behavior of story
characters
 B. Recognize when story characters reach incorrect
conclusions based on limited evidence
 B. Recognize that personal likes may create errors in
story/character evaluation

C -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

D. Read high frequency words automatically

E,F,G,H,I -- Please see previous months for skills to
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How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure
analysis and vocabulary skills to
comprehend selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and
engaged readers?

Fluency
 C. Phrasing

D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
E. Reading Terminology
F. Word meanings
G. Context Clues
Decoding
H. Word Analysis
     - phonics
     - word patterns

Reading Behaviors
 I. Attitude toward reading

Literature Genres
 J. Exposure to literature strands

K. Mystery/Suspense 

 B. Recognize that personal likes may create errors in
story/character evaluation

C -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

D. Read high frequency words automatically

E,F,G,H,I -- Please see previous months for skills to
reinforce

J. Explore literature

K. Describe how a setting can create a mood of suspense or
intrigue
 K. Identify a crime or unexpected event
 K. Locate rise in tension and excitement
 K. Locate examples of foreshadowing
 K. Discover a problem that needs to be solved
 K. Identify clues that allow the reader the opportunity to
solve a problem

Spring Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad
range of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure
analysis and vocabulary skills to
comprehend selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and
engaged readers?

Comprehension

A. Listening Comprehension Strategies

B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Phrasing

D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology
 F. Word meanings
 G. Context Clues

 Decoding
 H. Word Analysis
     - phonics
     - word patterns

Reading Behaviors
 I. Attitude toward reading

Literature Genres

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced as
needed.

A. Note differences between story and informational text

B. Gather information from illustrations, timelines, charts,
maps, and diagrams

C -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

D. Read high frequency words automatically

E,F,G -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

H. Recognize and use compound words
H. Recognize and use contractions

I. -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

J. Explore literature

K. -- Please see February for skills to reinforce
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Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and
engaged readers?

 H. Word Analysis
     - phonics
     - word patterns

Reading Behaviors
 I. Attitude toward reading

Literature Genres
J. Exposure to literature strands
K. Mystery/Suspense 

I. -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

J. Explore literature

K. -- Please see February for skills to reinforce

Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad
range of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure
analysis and vocabulary skills to
comprehend selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and
engaged readers?

Comprehension

A. Listening Comprehension Strategies

B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Phrasing

D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology
 F. Word meanings
 G. Context Clues
 Decoding
 H. Word Analysis
     - phonics
     - word patterns
 Reading Behaviors
 I. Attitude toward reading

Literature Genres
 J. Exposure to literature strands
     - free verse
     - structured verse

K. Poetry

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced as
needed.
 A. Infer from prior knowledge and text
A. Identify the use of narration and/or dialogue in literary
works

B, C -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

D. Read high frequency words automatically

E,F,G,H,I -- Please see previous months for skills to
reinforce

J. Explore literature

K. Identify rhyme in poetry
 K. Identify alliteration in poetry
 K. Identify humor in poetry
 K. Identify rhythm in poetry
 K. Recognize elements that distinguish poetry from prose
 K. Recognize lack of formal rhyme scheme or metrical
pattern
 K. Identify formal rhyme and/or metrical pattern
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Comprehension & Fluency
 How do readers understand the broad
range of reading materials and genres?

How does organized story structure
(beginning, middle, end) lead to
understanding?

How do readers apply reading strategies to
improve understanding and fluency?

Decoding and Vocabulary
 What is the relationship between oral and
written language?

How do readers apply word structure
analysis and vocabulary skills to
comprehend selections?

Reading Behaviors
 How do students become active and
engaged readers?

Comprehension

A. Listening Comprehension Strategies

B. Reading Comprehension Strategies

Fluency
 C. Phrasing

D. Sight Words

Vocabulary
 E. Reading Terminology
 F. Word meanings
 G. Context Clues
 Decoding
 H. Word Analysis
     - phonics
     - word patterns
 Reading Behaviors
 I. Attitude toward reading

Literature Genres
 J. Exposure to literature strands
K. Poetry

Skills taught in previous months should be reinforced as
needed.

A -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

B. Infer from prior knowledge and text
 B. Identify the use of narration and/or dialogue in literary
works

C -- Please see previous months for skills to reinforce

D. Read high frequency words automatically

E, F, G, H, I -- Please see previous months for skills to
reinforce

J. Explore literature

K -- Please see April for skills to reinforce


